
MINUTES OF A SPECIAL SESSION OF THE 
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS HELD MARCH 18, 2013 

 
            Comes now the hour of 8:41 A.M. on the 18th day of March, 2013, in the Commissioners 
Court in the Noble County Courthouse, Albion, Indiana, being the time, date and place set for a 
special session of the Board of Commissioners of Noble County, Indiana. 
 
            Present were: 
 
            Gary Leatherman, President 
            David J. (Dave) Dolezal, Vice President 
            Chad Kline, Member 
 
            Also present were: 
 
            Marion S. Cavanaugh, Deputy Auditor 
            Dennis Graft, County Attorney 

and Bob Braley & Scott Perry, News Media 
 
 

PAYROLL TO BE PAID 3/21/13 APPROVED 
            After reviewing the payroll from 2/21/13 - 3/07/13 to be paid today's date, Chad moved 
to approve it. Dave seconded the motion and it carried, 3-0. 
 
CLAIMS APPROVED 
            The Commissioners reviewed the claims to be paid today's date.  Dave moved to approve 
them. Chad seconded the motion and it carried, 3-0. 
 
WEIGHTS & MEASURES REPORT – 2/15/13 - 3/15/13 
            The Commissioners received the above referenced report, (H.I.). 
 
BURNWORTH-ZOLLARS – VEHICLE PURCHASE 
            The Commissioners received a letter from Gavin McGuire from Burnworth-Zollars Auto 
Dealerships indicating that the county had purchased a vehicle from them four years ago, and 
offering his services if they should wish to purchase any other vehicles, (H.I.). 
 
CLERK'S & TREASURER'S  
REPORTS - FEBRUARY 2013 
            The Commissioners received the above referenced reports, (H.I.). 
 
FEMA – LETTER OF MAP REVISION &  
NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM 
            The Commissioners received two letters from FEMA regarding the Letter of Map 
Revision and the National Flood Insurance Program, which they discussed, (H.I.).  
 
 



MINUTES APPROVED 
            After reviewing the minutes of the March 4, 2013 meeting Dave moved to approve them 
as presented.  Chad seconded the motion and it carried, 3-0. 

 
REJUVTEC, INC. - ASPHALT  
PAVEMENT PRESERVATION  
            RejuvTec, Inc. sent the Commissioners a letter regarding pavement preservation which 
they said is their only business, and they noted they are a statewide contractor, (H.I.). 
 
RECESSED AND RECONVENED 

The Commissioners recessed their meeting at approximately 9:15 A.M.  and reconvened 
at approximately 9:29 A.M. 
 
HIGHWAY BUSINESS – MARK GOODRICH & MIKE FITCH 
TRUCK LIFTS ORDERED 
            Mark informed the Commissioners that the truck lifts have been ordered and would be 
delivered in approximately six weeks.  
 
BLACK PINE ROADS 
            Mark said he had a request from Black Pines for work on their drive.  He said he had this 
researched and it was found in the minutes that it looked like we are supposed to take care of 
it.  Dave asked what the road needs done to it.  Mark said Laurie (from Black Pine) thought it 
needed patched.  He said he is going to look at it and he might have it graded. 
BRIDGE #12 DESIGN 
            Mike reported that the design on Bridge #12 is almost complete.  He said he has a 
meeting this afternoon with the consultant to go over the bid documents.  Mike said they are 
looking at bidding the project in April and starting construction soon after that.  Dave asked if 
the road would be closed for a while.  Mike said it would be closed for about three months. 
HIGHWAY STANDARDS 
            Mike said he is working on the Highway Standards and he hopes to have a rough draft by 
the end of the month so they can be coordinated with the UDO information.  Chad said there are 
several areas in the UDO that just say see the Surveyor's Office and hopefully we can get that 
changed to direct it to the Highway Department. 
BRIDGE #134 
            Mike said he received a call from Dave Armstrong on Friday about Bridge #134.  He said 
they are recommending that we finish the environmental study, and by doing that, it would 
essentially state in the study that because of the increase in the cost of the project, the cost would 
not be feasible.  Mike said that would basically bring the project to a conclusion, which the 
federal highway will accept, and that will allow them to sign off.  Mike said he should know 
something today or tomorrow.  Dave asked Mike if he had heard anything from the 
railroad.  Mike said he hadn’t, and that is one reason the project isn’t feasible to be continued 
because we don’t know when they might add on to the track.  Dave said there was one more 
bridge on that stretch we were going to do, and he asked if we should take that off the 
docket.  Mike said at this point it wouldn't be on a priority list as far as bridge projects.  He said 
bridge #70 would be our next bridge project.  Dave asked if we would have to spend a little bit 
more money so we don't have to pay back a large amount of money.  Mike said just for the 



completion of the environmental study and it would be at the 80/20 cost.  He said he would get 
the cost and the time frame so we know exactly what needs to be done.  Chad asked Mike to 
check with the state to make sure their 80% funding would still be there.  
BRIDGE DECK REPLACEMENT 

Mike said we have some bridge deck replacements that need to be done.  He said when 
they put asphalt surfaces on the bridges, they didn't have the technology and they didn't treat the 
concrete.  Mike said then the salt started going through the asphalt and it started seeping through 
the concrete and it erodes the metal and the reinforcing steel in the deck.  He said our bridge 
report indicated that there are about half a dozen decks that need to be replaced.      
2013 ROAD MAINTENANCE PLAN 
            Mike said he would be working with Mark to complete the 2013 road maintenance plan. 
 
NOBLE COUNTY REDEVELOPMENT 
COMMISSION (RDC) RESOLUTION  
Present for this portion of the meeting were:  Scott Pounds and Steve Hagen, Attorney for the 
RDC. 
            Steve explained to the Commissioners about the resolution, (H.I.).  He talked about the 
process regarding getting the area declared a TIF area.  Steve said what the Commissioners are 
being asked to do today is to approve the process.  He said from here they would have a public 
hearing at which point the public could comment and they could change the documents the 
Commissioners have in front of them.  Steve said they could modify them or rescind them or 
whatever, and then they will pass the Declaratory Resolution for the RDC and then they will 
come back to the Commissioners after the public hearing.  
            Dave asked what the plan is.  Steve said there is a broad form plan so every conceivable 
kind of infrastructure and improvement that they may need to make in that area could be made 
under this plan.  He said they could do sewer, water, fiber, streets and roads and all of the kind of 
needs that industry may need in order to grow there.  Steve said it is a little bit different than a 
traditional TIF area, because we actually have a facility in place and it is not bare ground.  Dave 
asked if there is anyone operating out of there currently.  Steve said there is, and some of the 
businesses were mentioned.       
            Gary asked when the TIF actually begins if there is a set time that it stays in place.  Steve 
said the legislature keeps messing with that, and there is nothing set in stone.  He said he thought 
right now the longest they could be is for however long the bonds are for, or for 20 years.  Chad 
asked once a bond is paid if the TIF is done.  Steve said it means that now.  He said once you are 
done with the improvements you are done. 
            Scott said they had looked at several projects throughout the county, with this one 
making the most sense to tackle to do something to turn around something they could improve 
fairly quickly.  Gary asked how many of the buildings are empty.  Scott said he thought four or 
five of them were.   
            Dave asked if there were any official wetlands that had to be dealt with.  Scott said not 
that he had seen, but that would be taken care of during an engineering process.   
            Gary asked once TIF gets in place and engineering starts looking at it, how far down the 
road they are looking at for something to actually happen.  Steve said unless they find funds 
elsewhere, they will be funding this with what the county has already placed into the RDC 
coffers.  He said they will be looking to capture assessed valuation, so there will have to be 
improvements made so they can begin to get tax revenue.  Steve said that generally rolls off in a 



delayed fashion, because they typically have to offer abatements too.  He said at this point they 
hadn’t looked at capturing any personal property assessed valuation, but if they got a 
manufacturing firm in there that was heavy on expensive equipment they would probably look to 
modify the plan. 
            Scott said with this area being established as a TIF area it would also attract new industry 
to the area.  Steve said once improvements are made to the property it becomes more 
marketable.   
            Chad moved to approve the resolution.  Dave seconded the motion and it carried, 3-0. 

SEE ATTACHMENTS AT END OF MINUTES 
 
JOHN PASSEY, VS ENGINEERING 
            John came before the Commissioners to introduce himself and to talk about VS 
Engineering.  He said he was well known to many of the Commissioners predecessors and also 
to several former county engineers including the current county engineer Mike Fitch.  John said 
he started working for the Indiana State Highway Commission in 1961 and he was with them for 
more than four decades.  He said the last 14 of the 40 plus years he was an agent for a 17 county 
area.  John said he has been a part of the private sector for the last ten years.  John said VS 
Engineering was established in 1980, and the corporate office is in Indianapolis.  He said the 
office he acquired is in Northwest Allen County, and depending on the business the number of 
employees there ranges from four to ten.  John said he is the Regional Manager of the company 
and he has an office in Fort Wayne.  He said they are a full service engineering company that 
provides assistance for a variety of civil engineering projects such as roads, bridges, utilities, 
etc.  John said he just wanted to stop and say hello, and he wasn't sure what if any transportation 
projects are on the horizon in Noble County.  He said with the Commissioners permission he 
would continue to meet with Mike Fitch to see what projects are in the works.  
            Gary asked if his company was transportation related.  John said it is and they are fully 
qualified with INDOT for the company to do business.  John said VS Engineering has worked 
for the cities of Fort Wayne, Columbia City and Warsaw.  John said he has five decades of civil 
engineering experience.    
  
RECESSED AND RECONVENED 
            The Commissioners recessed their meeting at approximately 10:13 A.M. and reconvened 
at approximately 10:29 A.M. 
 
COURTHOUSE SQUARE PRESERVATION SOCIETY – 
LANDSCAPING AROUND FLAGPOLE 
Present for this portion of the meeting were:  Beth Shellman, Phyllis Herendeen Judge Kramer, 
and Don Shultz from the Noble County Courthouse Square Preservation Society; Jason Becker, 
Fashion Farms Inc; and Jackie Knafel, Auditor.  
            Judge Kramer said the Courthouse Square Preservation Society (CSPS) is a private not 
for profit that Judge Roger Cosby had headed up for the courthouse centennial in 1988.  He said 
they got money to put the lights and benches out and to build a gazebo and some 
landscaping.  Judge Kramer said the CSPS had continued on and last year they looked at the 
corner and cleaned it up some.  He said they had talked to Jason and he has a proposal that they 
had discussed at their annual meeting earlier this month, and it was suggested that they come to 
the Commissioners to see if they could use Courthouse Cumulative money to do that.  Judge 



Kramer said the landscaping would have flowers, mostly perennials, and he thought the CSPS 
could continue providing the annuals.  He said the center piece is a fountain, and a fountain like 
that could be decorated at Christmas time like a Christmas tree. 
            Jason said he is with Fashion Farm, in Ligonier, also Countryscapes & Gardens.  He said 
he is in charge of the landscape design and the greenhouse side.  Jason said the CSPS had asked 
him to come up with an idea for that area.  He said it is really a focal point for the community 
and it's one of those locations that you can really do a lot with to set the community out.  Jason 
said he wanted a focal point to get some visual presence and some height there.  He said the 
fountain is 11 foot tall and the footprint with the pool is 14 foot wide.  Jason said it is a safe 
contained fountain and it would be similar to the Triangle Park fountain in Ligonier.  He said 
there is LED aquatic lighting that is included that could be lit at night.  Jason said in the winter 
time the fountain would be shut down and the LED's could be shut off, and it could be decorated 
with Christmas lights. 
            Dave asked if there is much maintenance.  Jason said the water level should be checked 
every day because of evaporation and splatter.  He said the pump is in an enclosure so it 
shouldn’t get clogged up.  Jason said the pumps usually last from 2-5 years.  He said there 
shouldn’t be any maintenance for the lighting.  Dave asked if the access to the pump is relatively 
easy.  Jason said the design of the fountain is so that the pump cannot be removed.  He said it is 
set in there for a permanent fixture, and if it goes bad the fountain structure is removed to gain 
access to the pump because the wire goes underneath the pool so it can't be seen or messed with. 
            Dave asked what the replacement cost for the pump is.  Jason said it would probably be 
$500.00 - $700.00.  Chad asked if that included labor and Jason said it did.  Dave asked if there 
is a warranty.  Jason said there is a two year warranty. 
            Chad asked about the $1200.00 for landscape maintenance.  Jason said that is for 
weeding, trimming, dead heading and cleaning up the new landscaping that would be put in.  He 
said they would do that 2 - 3 times a month.  Jason said the CSPS said they thought they could 
do that with his guidance and help.  Judge Kramer said they try to go out there the week before 
the 1st Friday event and pull weeds and take care of it.  Chad asked about the mulch price, and if 
that will be adjusted if the fountain goes in.  Jason said it would be. 

Gary asked who is responsible for checking the water and if there is a problem with 
algae.  Jason said there could be a problem with algae, depending on how the water is treated for 
the city.  He said there is a simple treatment that could be added.  Beth said she thought the 
flower watering committee, whom they have named themselves the Watering Cans, is a group of 
six teams.  She said they are here every night watering flowers from May through the end of 
October, and she thought between them and Phil they could take care of that. 
            Gary asked how secure the fountain is.  Jason said the bottom of the bowl is 6’ in 
diameter and it weighs 5 tons.  He said if somebody wanted to push it over they would have to 
try really hard.  Dave asked if it is made of stone.  Jason said it is sealed concrete.  Jackie asked 
if there is a concern of liability with a child getting into it or anything.  Jason said there could 
be.  He said it is open water and it will be six inches to twelve inches deep.  Jason said the design 
of the landscape does not provide a path or easy access to the pool, but a child could go through 
the flowers. 
            Gary asked how much would be needed each year for the replacement plants and 
things.  Jason said it would probably be $250.00 - $300.00 in annuals.   Gary asked how much 
more work it would make for the Watering Can group.  Beth said it wouldn’t make much more 
work because they already plant it, weed it and take care of it so it shouldn’t take any more time. 



            Beth said she doesn’t ever see people in the landscaped area.  Judge Kramer said there 
weren't any problems last summer with people walking through it and pulling up the flowers they 
had planted.  Jason said there is another possibility if liability is an issue with the pool.  He said 
they can create a pondless system where the water would filter through a stone bed and the water 
would come down and terminate into the stone and recycle that way.        
            Beth told about the fundraising events the CSPS has held, and the fact that they plan to 
continue to hold fundraising events to raise funds for landscaping on the courthouse lawn.  She 
said they don't have this kind of funds.  Chad asked if they are planning on taking care of the 
annual maintenance.  Don said they are.  Beth said that Phil, Head Custodian had indicated to her 
that the flood light that is on the courthouse that is supposed to illuminate the flagpole is not 
working, and possibly they could put some kind of lighting from the fountain to the flagpole. 
            Chad asked if there are any issues in Ligonier with their fountain, with people trying to 
get into it and playing in it.  Jason said they do have problems at the Jenny Thompson Gardens 
with kids getting into the water.   He said he had been asked to develop a system for that and the 
concept is to remove the standing water and create a pondless system. 
            Jackie reported on the different funds that could possibly be used for this, how much 
money is in each fund, and how much is committed for each fund.  
            Chad asked if there is a concern about the police booth taking away or blocking the view 
of this at all.  Jason said he had a little bit of concern about that.  Beth said when they did the 
Courthouse Square Project, they took a poll of the residents of Albion at that time and asked if 
they wanted to keep the police booth or remove it, and overwhelmingly 2/3 of the people wanted 
to keep the building there.  She said the Boy Scouts came in last year and painted it, and they 
tried to compliment it with courthouse colors.  Beth said there is a team that decorates it 
monthly.  She said it is the original police station.  There was further discussion about the booth 
and the visibility of the proposed landscaping.  Judge Kramer said he thought more people could 
see it there because of Main Street and Orange Street, and he thought that would be the least 
likely place to be vandalized because of the traffic there. 
            Beth said the Albion Star Team has raised funds and will be having a mural put up on the 
old Black Building on the opposite corner of the courthouse, that depicts the early 1900 era of 
downtown Albion, so that corner will be a focal point from all directions.  
            Gary said he likes what the Town of Albion has done.  He said the courthouse is the focal 
point of the downtown and a lot of people come through this area.  Gary said he thought there is 
a need to do something on that corner.    
            Chad moved to approve the project with the fountain, to come out of the Cum Courthouse 
Fund.  Dave seconded the motion and it carried, 3-0. 
 
CLERK - COURT’S SOFTWARE AGREEMENT 
WITH CSI - DOXPOP AGREEMENT 
            Dave Baum, IT and Shelley Mawhorter, Clerk were present for this portion of the 
meeting.  Dave Baum presented some information on what will be talked about.  Dennis said he 
had read the software agreement and it is fine with him as far as the legality issue, but the 
technical contents would have to be addressed by Dave Baum.  Shelley said this is starting today. 
She said they won't go live until April 1st, but they are here today to set up the training 
rooms.  Shelley said the actual training will start tomorrow, and it is a two week process.  She 
said it is a huge deal for the Commissioners to sign the contract for CSI.   



            Dave Baum said he only has one copy of the actual proposal because it is in color and it 
is 30 pages long.  Dave presented a spread sheet of the costs, which he went through with the 
Commissioners.   CSI has offered an outright purchase price for the software and also a five year 
lease with 0 interest.  He said the struggle he has is that he can’t get the numbers in the proposal 
to match the software agreement numbers.  Dave said there is about $1,000.00 difference and he 
pointed out that one of the proposals has numbers and one doesn't so it makes it difficult to 
figure out.  Shelley said what he is talking about not matching is the maintenance costs.  Dave 
said the annual maintenance for this, including all of their software support and the imaging, 
which we aren't doing today, is not significantly higher than what we are paying for Gavel 
already, so we are not talking about a huge increase in the annual costs.    
            Chad asked if the plan is to do a full purchase or to go with the five year option.  Shelley 
said she gave the contract to Dennis and Dave Baum to look at and she didn’t read the contract 
that much.  There was discussion that it might be better to go with the five year option. 
            Dave Baum said there are four agreements total.  He said there is the proposal which is 
where up front you agree to let them do the work.  He said there are two other agreements that 
say CSI on the top, and one is for the software they wrote and the other is called a system 
support agreement for the operating system and some IBM software.  Dave said he doesn't have 
a problem with the technical details now that the dates are correct.  He said there is another 
agreement that he doesn't have here and it is with Doxpop.  Dave said we don't have to pay 
anything for it and they agree to provide a service to us as long as we give them access to our 
data, so they can provide a service to other people for a fee.  He said he suggested that they add 
the Recorder's Office to the list and Doxpop was ok with that.   
            Dave said the Software Source Code Escrow Agreement gives us the right to access to 
the source code should they ever get sued to the point someone would try to take the source code 
to prevent them from doing business.  He said it is just a little bit of insurance so he would 
suggest we take it because it doesn't cost us anything.   
            Dave said they have 120 hours for training.  He said in a letter he got from them they said 
if they go over the 120 hours they will not charge us for it.  Dave said technically the product is 
fine.  He said everybody that uses it loves it.  Dave said they have answered his questions the 
best they can technically and he didn't have any reason to say not to do this.  There was 
discussion about who would pay for this.  Shelley said if they go with the 60 month option she 
said she would pay the first five years of it.  She said she doesn't know what the arrangement has 
been in past.  Dave said after that it would be annual maintenance and it looks about the same as 
it has in the past.   
            Dave Dolezal asked what Doxpop is.  Dave Baum said it is a replacement for Case 
View.  Shelley said Doxpop is not free, but Case View at this point is free for anyone that gets on 
it.  She said with Doxpop the public can go into it six times a month and it is free.  It gives 
people access to court records.  Bob Braley asked what the time line is for Doxpop to go 
live.  Shelley said she thought it was going to go live when CSI does.  There was discussion 
about the filing fees that the Clerk’s Office collects and gets a part of, and that is how Shelley 
would have the money to pay for this.   
            Dave Dolezal asked Dave Baum if he had talked to other counties that have this 
system.  Dave Baum said the ones he had talked to love it.    
            There was discussion about the fact that the numbers don’t all add up on the 
documents.  Dave said some things are listed on one document and not the other.   



            Shelley said she didn’t care if the Commissioners sign this with the stipulation that we 
are signing this not agreeing with the attachment A part, but going with the dollars that are in the 
proposal.  She said for her to go live by April 1st she needs to get this stuff signed.  Dave Baum 
said he thought all they had to do would be to strike attachment A off the agreement.  When 
asked by Chad, Dennis said he thought it should be struck until we have more clarification about 
how it relates to the other figures in the proposal, because they don't jive.    
            Chad moved to sign the contract once they get all of the final dollar amounts figured 
out.  Dave Baum said the proposal looks good and he thought if they just took the numbers out of 
the agreements he thought we would be good to go.  Dennis said he agreed.  Dave Baum said he 
thought the Commissioners could sign the proposal today, because we haven't signed an 
agreement for the software maintenance and that would become contingent upon them.  Chad 
rescinded his first motion and he then moved to sign the proposal striking attachment A to the 
Premium Software Maintenance Agreement.  Dave seconded the motion and it carried, 3-
0.  Chad moved to sign the Doxpop Agreement.  Shelley said she made a notation that we are 
adding the Recorder's Office so the terminals in that office would be on preview.  Dave Dolezal 
seconded the motion and it carried, 3-0.  Dave Dolezal moved to sign the Source Code and 
Escrow Agreement.  Chad seconded the motion and it carried, 3-0.   
 
WEAVER BOOS CLAIM APPROVED 
            Dave moved to approve the claim from Weaver Boos Consultants in the amount of 
$6,098.50 for the preparation of the Methane Remediation Plan that had been held, (H.I.).  Chad 
seconded the motion and it carried, 3-0.  
 
WEAVER BOOS - PROPOSAL FOR STATISTICAL 
EVALUATION OF 2013 GROUNDWATER MONITORING DATA      

The Commissioners received a copy of the above referenced proposal, (H.I.).  Chad 
moved to approve the annual Proposal for Statistical Evaluation for 2013 Groundwater 
Monitoring.  Dave seconded the motion and it carried, 3-0.  The proposal will be signed upon 
receipt of an original proposal from Weaver Boos. 
 
911 CAR 
            Jackie said the 911 car which is a Chevy Impala is just sitting at the Sheriff’s 
Department.  He said Sheriff Harp and Chad Willet believe it was bought out of 911 fees, and 
they want to know if the Commissioners want them to try to sell it.  The Commissioners agreed 
the Sheriff’s Department could sell the car and if the money came from 911 fees to purchase it, 
the money from the car would go back in the 911 fund. 
             
ADJOURNMENT 
 
            This session of the Board of Commissioners of Noble County was at approximately 
11:49 A.M. recessed from day to day until the 25th day of March, 2013 on a motion made by 
Dave and seconded by Chad, which carried, 3-0. 
 
 
 



                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                    _________________________________ 
                                                                                    Gary Leatherman, President 
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                                                                                    Chad Kline, Member 
 
 
ATTESTED:  _____________________________ 
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